
Living Truths: 
Virtual Art Gallery Highlighting 

Black Women & HIV
Virtual Art Gallery



National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
The first National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day was in 1999 and began as a grassroots-education 
effort to raise awareness about HIV and AIDS prevention, care, and treatment in communities of 
color. PCAF strives to continue that work by reducing stigma and the spread of HIV in the South 
Sound community. 

Today, 22 years later, the HIV epidemic continues to affect the Black community at alarming rates. 
Stigma around HIV often deters individuals from seeking testing and other resources. Each year we 
recognize National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day with various events to acknowledge the lives that 
have been lost as well as educate the community about HIV. 

This virtual art gallery was created to spotlight one of our talented PCAF clients and other Black 
women artists and the joy their art brings to the community. 



National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day

Spotlight Client: Greta Williams

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1w4-XYZaxKpKJJU7LvSYDZFR4lSxma_MT/preview


Dionne Bonner

Pronouns: she/her

Email: dionnembonner@gmail.com 

Website: 
https://www.dionnebonner.com/galleries/ 

Social Media:  
https://www.facebook.com/DionneBonnerAr
tDesign/ 

https://twitter.com/dionnembonner 

https://www.instagram.com/dionnebonner/ 



Dionne is an expressive visualizer creating from concepts successful outcomes using artistic intuition. She explores a 
variety of topics from her everyday life experiences, discovering new and interesting details to inspire her work. 

This exploration process gives her the touch and style she needs to bring the unique character of her subject to life, 
connecting to the viewer. 

Her body of work is eclectic, and style of painting can employ bold bright colors or subtle mid-tones always 
accentuated by expressive brush strokes. Oil paint is her medium of choice and painting is an adventure explored 

through color, light, texture, and movement. 

Whether she is painting a portrait, abstract, mural, or still life, capturing the essence of the subject matter is the most 
important thing. She uses a time-honored technique of under painting, building up color and light with multiple 

layers revealing luminosity and depth. 



Title: Sisters 1 (Mrytle and Teetah)
Medium: Oil on plywood panel

A portrait of my great grandmother 
and great aunt



Title: Rayna’s Garden Dream
Medium: Oil on Canvas

A depiction of a women in a 
dream-like state in a garden



Sweet Innocence
Medium: Watercolor on textured paper

A depiction of my sister as a child, 
determined, innocent, free willed and 

sweet



Affection
Materials: Oil on Canvas
Description: This painting symbolizes the 
strength of love describing it not as tender 
or soft but fervent and abundant



Title: Multitude
Medium: Oil on Canvas

We need each other and are 
drawn together, and to places 

and things that give us hope and 
protection



Title: Consumed
Medium: Mixed medium on 

artboard

This painting deals with our 
vulnerability to be consumed by 
emotions and float away into an 

abyss



Title: Entangled
Medium: Oil on Canvas

Our life can seem so clear and 
complete but without any warning 
or preparation, it can easily turn 

and twist until we are literally 
entangled with the pressure and 

strain of living



Title: Sisters III (Dionne and 
Michelle)

Medium: Oil on Plywood panel

A portrait of my older sister and I 
standing in front of our great 

grandmother’s house on 15th and 
L. Street in Tacoma WA, (Hilltop)



Title: The Color To Be
Medium: Acrylic on artboard

This painting is a depiction of a person with 
ambiguous color or gender identification. The 
image is meant to provoke, and question the 
viewer and redefine the categories we often 

put ourselves in.



Title: Consecutive Trauma
Medium: Oil on Canvas

My father was not present for most of my 
life. I only have one faint memory that 

seemed like it was not real until I 
confirmed the dream-like thought with my 
sister and mother. The far away, yet close 

to my heart sense I get from this faint 
memory is the inspiration for this

painting.



Title: Tu Poder (Your Power)
Medium: Oil on Canvas

This painting symbolizes the realization that the 
power we have inside can withstand all kinds of 

injustice through our stillness



Title: His Hands
Medium: Oil on canvas

"His Hands" is about vulnerability. 
Holding hands is an intimate act, and it 
can mean many different things, from a 
friendly embrace to a trusted partner’s 

warm welcome. Being held up, supported, 
comforted, and assured of safety, a hand 
symbolizes an expression of one’s self.



Title: A Pioneering Spirit, A Fight for Liberty and 
Freedom, Nettie J. Asberry

Medium: Oil on canvas

Nettie J. Asberry’s portrait is one in a series of 13 
larger-than-life oil paintings of African American 
pioneers. The paintings along with written history 

give a visual and historical account of the 
insurmountable obstacles the pioneers overcame, 

against all odds, with a glimpse into
the lifestyle of the pioneering people of the Pacific 

Northwest. This series is on view at the Tacoma 
Historical Society



Title: African
Medium: Graphite on Textured paper

A portrait of an African woman



Title: Red Dress
Medium: Watercolor on textured 

paper

A portrait of my sister when she 
was young and just being a kid 

hanging out on the sidewalk



Title: Hard Bars
Materials: Mixed medium 

on artboard

A depiction of Winnie 
Mandela



Title: Father’s Gun
Medium: Watercolor on textured 

paper

An illustration of a weapon in an 
open drawer that seems almost 

careless but leaves you to imagine 
how the other elements in the
painting are related to the gun



Title: Green Space (Wright Park Pool)
Medium: Oil on Canvas

Growing up in the Pacific Northwest 
has me drawn to outdoor spaces with 

water and lots of green trees and 
openness, especially

because those are the times I spent 
with my family



Title: Enrique
Medium: Watercolor on textured 

paper

A portrait of a man depicting intense 
emotion. Portraiture is my favorite 
and the eyes are the window to the 

soul. In this illustration my goal was 
to show a softness and strength at the 

same time.



Title: No Lack
Medium: Mixed medium on artboard

This painting is about the ability of our bodies 
and minds to take in information and nutrients 

for fortification recognizing that lack is not a 
natural part of life



Jackie Scott
Pronouns: she/her

Email:  Jscott610@hotmail.com

Website: www.JamilaDolls.com

Support the Artist:  $jacquelinenscott



Jackie Scott is a creative doll artist and designer who attended Seattle Central Community College where she received 
her Advertising Arts Degree. She created her own line of African American dolls that are perfectly named Jamila, 
meaning beautiful in the Swahili African language. Her handmade cloth dolls are made from cotton material and 

African fabrics with Caribbean colors, embellished with beads, shells and other creative finds. 

Jackie has designed and sold her Jamila dolls across Washington and California for over 20 years. 

Please visit her Shopify Store Jamila Dolls by Jackie Scott that will be launching in 7 days.
There you will find beautiful creative designs of her Art work.



Title: One Wish
Medium: Pencil

Size: Framed 15”15
Price: $575



Title: Siblings
Medium: Pencil

Size: Framed 12”10 Double Matted
Price: $250



Title: Perfection
Medium: Pencil 

Size: Framed 14”11 Matted 61/2” 41/2
Price: $500



Title: Love my Hair
Medium: Pencil

Size: Gallery Framed 16”20 / Double Matted 11”14
Price: $675



Title: Jamila Dolls
Medium: Photo Nikon D90

Size: Gallery Framed 21”17 Double 
Matted 13” 101/2

Price: $325



Title: Ocean
Medium: Photo Nikon D90

Size: Framed 11”9 Matted 6”4 1/2
Price: $150



Title:Classy 
Medium: Pencil, Washed Ink, Charcoal, 

Acrylic
Size: Gallery Framed 16/20 / Matted 11/14

Price: $675



Title: Three Wishes 
Medium: Pencil 

Size: Gallery Framed 16”20 Double matted 11”14
Price: $575



Aisha Harrison
Pronouns: she/her

Email: aisha@aishaharrison.com

Website: http://www.aishaharrison.com/

Social Media: 
https://www.instagram.com/howitsheld/



Aisha Harrison has roots in Olympia, WA going back four generations. She studied abroad in Spain during high 
school, prompting her to be a Spanish major as an undergraduate. She loved studying Latin American literature 

because of the ways in which the Indigenous people used Spanish stories and images, subverting them and 
intertwining them with their own, to ensure that Indigenous peoples, images, and stories survived. 

These camouflaged acts of resistance reminded her of ways that she navigates being of African American and 
European American mixed heritage in predominantly European American spaces. 

Her work today, as both an artist and arts educator, attempts to navigate the spaces between, to create personal 
symbolic imagery, and to encourage others to subvert dominant narratives by telling their stories in hidden and/or 

overt ways.



Title: Woman with Graves at Her Back, 2021
Medium: Pictured in clay, is in process of being turned 
into bronze right now! Will be displayed in downtown 

Olympia this summer. 
Size: Life Sized

Woman with Graves at Her Back represents an ancestor who 
survived the journey across the Atlantic. This ancestor witnessed 
many tragic and heroic things and survived them. Her bravery and 

will to live is part of why I’m here today. I want to give this 
ancestor a home that honors her, a place she can rest and behold 
the sacredness of the Pacific Northwest, where parts of my family 
have lived for four generations. The cavity below her ribs will grow 
moss and will need to be tended, like our relationship to land and 

ancestors of the past, present, and future.



Title: Through II, 2018
Medium: Clay, embroidery thread, graphite, glue

Size: 29”x14”x11”



Title: Ancestor I, 2018
Medium: clay, graphite, embroidery thread, glue

Size: 41”x27”x10”



Title: Cleanse, 2013
Medium: clay, salt
Size: 23” x 17” x 12”



Title: Nutrients III (Pillow), 2019
Medium: Clay, glaze, gold luster

Size: 10”x6”x2”



Title: Leaner, 2020
Medium: Bronze
Size: 14”x3”x4.5”

Limited Edition



Title: Take You Apart to Build Something New, 2018
Medium: clay, paint

Size: 31”x19”x17”



Title: I am Both, 2018
Medium: Wood, ink

Size: 6”x6”



Title: To Name a Few
Medium: Paper, ink, yarn

Dimensions variable- this is the first 
installation. More coming!

To Name a Few, honors Black women, girls, femmes, 
and trans folx. The drawings center on an individual's 
name like a meditation, mandala, or prayer. Some of 

them honor Black women, girls, femmes and trans folx 
who have died at the hands of police. Others honor 

those who are alive or who have passed, but not directly 
as a result of police/state violence. The drawings are 

connected by black threads that show how we are 
interconnected. I imagine this installation and our 

connections will grow as I continue to receive names of 
people to honor. I also imagine an event in the future 

(post-covid) where people could make their own 
drawings to add to the wall. 



Chrissandra Walker
Pronouns: she/her

Email: walkcc4@gmail.com

Social Media: 
https://www.instagram.com/theartofsense
s/



Self-Healing is the essence of Chrissandra’s art. She believes that at the core of her being lies the truth of who she is and who she 
was always meant to be. Currently on a spiritual journey, digging deeper into her center. Blurring all of the edges of being and 

finding comfort in seeing the imperfect. 

Painting for her is about facing her fears and combating self-doubt. As a Black-filipina woman, she notes this growth as essential to 
her survival in a world that still has a hard time seeing her. Her art explores the nuances of being black and yet not black enough. 

Blurring the lines of societal perceptions and expressing the burdens placed upon her black body. 

Through Chrissandra’s art, she hopes to create a space from where broken black & brown womxn can heal and be empowered. 
Being from the greater Puget Sound area- transplanted as a military family but has carved out many memories in the PNW coast for 

the last 20 years. She calls Tacoma home.



Title: River of American Tears
Medium: Acrylic/Mixed Media 

Price: $400

This painting was inspired by my experience of the 
recent highly polarizing political year, #2020. 
Overwhelmed with delayed reactions of 
generational trauma, filled with immediate fears 
and feelings of pain from the current racial 
climate, yet my patriotism runs deep. As a 
daughter to a navy veteran, seeing my father walk 
with pride as a living black hero is forever 
ingrained in my memories. The pride is visceral 
and the pain unfathomable from all of the suffering 
he endured, his father endured and his father. A 
river of tears. 

This painting is a reflection of my inner essence as 
a mixed woman built from strong faith and filled 
with heritage pride. My poem below summarizes 
its effects:  "The American flag bleeds rivers of 
tears from my eyes. It is filled with visions of pride 
and honor, and pain. Echoes of generations of 
being silenced. But today my black is loud and 
beautiful. My black will lift up dreams".



Title: “Solar Plexus Moon: Healing the Inner Self”
Medium: Acrylic/mixed media 

Price: $200

The solar plexus chakra is considered your power chakra- 
the center of your ego. From this energy source we 
develop our personal power, self-belief and self-worth. 
Your solar plexus chakra is activated anytime you muster 
the courage to do something that scares you, anytime you 
speak up for yourself and when you exert your willpower. 
For me, as a woman it’s easy to experience imbalance in 
this chakra, through excessively trying to control my 
environments, to feeling unheard and underappreciated. 
This could lead to the misuse of our power through 
judgment and anger. We could also suffer from a lack of 
self-confidence and be overly emotional. Balancing the 
solar chakra starts with intention and searching within..

The depiction of the bull skull represents the 
death/rebirth of my “so-called” nature, affixed with new 
affirmations to reactivate my solar plexus chakra, 
energizing personal power. This is the art of healing; self 
realization expressed from within, outward.



Robin Annette 
Jordan

Pronouns: she/her

Email: robinannettesart@hotmail.com

Website: www.rjannette.com



Local and established artist, Robin Annette Jordan is a strong collaborator with PCAF and has previously offered her 
artwork to highlight events, support groups, and fundraisers. As a self taught artist who delights in color, she relies 

upon her creativity and artistic skills to engage individuals, reduce stigma, and build community. 

Robin’s art organically embodies identity, presence, and ownership of eloquence and strength. Robin’s work 
challenges us to move towards improving the well being of women through policy, education, and innovative 

programs. Robin’s artwork includes themes of black women and girls--clothed in deeply-hued attire, captured in 
vivid, radiant movement, and faceless. Her acrylic paintings fairly sing with celebration, and honor the people and 

places she has experienced. 

The facelessness of her figures adds a narrative of inclusion, inviting us to lean in and witness ourselves in her 
paintings.



Size: 16x20 
Price: $150



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165



Size: 11x14 
Price: $85



Size: 12x12 
Price: $165



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165                          



Size: 24x30 
Price: $265



Size: 18x24 
Price: $185



Size: 24x30
Price: $265



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165



Size: 20x26 
Price: $185



Size: 11x14 
Price: $100



Size: 11x14 
Price: $100                             



Size: 11x14 
Price: $100



Size: 16x20 
Price: $150



Size: 11x14 
Price$85



Size: 8x24 
Price: $200



Size: 16x20 
Price: $165



Size: 11x14
Price: $100



                            
Size: 4x4 
Price: $5  

Art Tiles (personalized versions available)

Size: 5x5 
Price: $7  



Art Tiles (personalized versions available)

Size: 6x6
Price: $10



Size: 6x6
Price: $15

Trivets



Size: 8x8
Price: $20

Art Tiles (personalized versions available)



Size: 10x10
Price: $40

Art Tiles (personalized versions available)



Monvelia Blair
Pronouns: she/her

Email: dtwbymtb@comcast.net

Website: 
https://www.etsy.com/shop/daretowearby
blair



We all start out like bright, shiny copper pennies; 
No matter how hard the blow of the hammer on the Copper metal:, 

Or  how often the blow of the  hammer strikes the Copper; 
Despite the exposure to repeated heating and forming of the Copper

No matter how tarnished the process of life 
We all bright shiny copper pennies;

We have been created  
to allow our brightness to be seen 

what I believe; 
is we are beautiful!



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Title: “Fold; Folding; Folded = Beauty”
Materials: Copper, crystals, buttons



Meet the Gallery Curator
Michealea Lemons 

(she/her)

Prevention & Health 
Coordinator

Email: 
mlemons@pcaf-wa.org

Phone: 360-519-4219

Upcoming National Black HIV/AIDS 
Awareness Day Events

February 6th-Tacoma KiKi/Ballroom 
Presentation

February 7th-Merging of the Masses:   A 
Gathering of Black Faith Leaders 

Addressing HIV & Prevention

mailto:mlemons@pcaf-wa.org

